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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a protocol architecture
that enables IPv6 routing protocol for low power and lossy
networks (RPL) to run on top of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
aiming to provide a BLE-based multi-hop IoT network. In
our approach to RPL over BLE, we propose to use both of
advertising and data channels of BLE to create synergistic effects
between RPL and BLE to jointly achieve high energy efficiency
and reliable multi-hop routing. We design an adaptation layer
between BLE and RPL (ALBER) which tightly couples RPL
and BLE operations together. Specifically, ALBER provides RPL
control message broadcast through BLE, RPL routing metric
calculation that reflects BLE link quality, and routing table
update that incorporates BLE connection management. We
implement ALBER in a Linux kernel to realize RPL over BLE and
compare its performance with that of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4
on a multi-hop testbed network. The performance results show
that our architecture is not only feasible but also provides almost
perfect packet delivery performance (∼100%) and reduces duty-
cycle up to 32% compared to RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 under
varying link dynamics. Our research shows that RPL over BLE
is a promising approach which can increase the utility and impact
of BLE across different application domains.

Index Terms—Low-power Lossy Network (LLN), BLE, RPL,
6LoWPAN, Internet of Things (IoT), IPv6, multi-hop routing

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a technical megatrend in
academia and industry that aims to provide Internet con-
nectivity to resource constrained embedded devices deployed
over large areas. When combined with recently advanced
technologies such as low power and lossy network (LLN),
big data analysis, low cost sensing, and machine learning, IoT
has the potential to facilitate a variety of useful applications
that impact industry and global markets.

There have been various standardization efforts by IEEE,
IETF, ZigBee aliance, and Bluetooth Special Interest Group
(SIG) to develop protocols and application profiles for IoT
systems. IPv6 routing protocol for LLN, termed RPL [1], is
one of such efforts. To support upcoming smart grids and
many other IoT applications, RPL constructs a multi-hop LLN
with a tree-like routing topology called destination-oriented
directed acyclic graph (DODAG), and enables bi-directional
IPv6 communication between resource constrained embedded
devices.

At the link layer, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and IEEE
802.15.4 are two popular low power and low cost wireless pro-
tocols. To date, research (mostly wireless sensor networks) has
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focused on developing various communication and network
techniques on top of IEEE 802.15.4 [2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9].
Recently, IEEE 802.15.4 started to deliver IPv6 packets using
6LoWPAN as an adaptation layer, which provides interoper-
ability with the larger Internet. As a result, IEEE 802.15.4
is widely used in RPL-based multi-hop IoT networks (e.g.,
Cisco’s CG-Mesh network for smart grid [10]) as an underly-
ing link layer protocol. On the other hand, BLE was designed
to support single hop range applications which include wear-
able technologies such as smart watches and some applications
in the health care IT.

BLE has not been a focus of wireless sensor network
research for multi-hop communication, in contrast to other
link layer technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4. In this paper,
we aim to show that BLE multi-hop communication can
be valuable for several reasons. First, compared to IEEE
802.15.4 [11], BLE provides four times higher data rate (250
kbps vs. 1 Mbps) as well as lower power consumption for
transmission and reception. It has the capability of avoiding
wireless interference from other devices by exploiting fre-
quency hopping. Second, the synchronous characteristic of its
MAC protocol can improve data delivery performance over
asynchronous MACs such as ContikiMAC and BoX-MAC,
which are widely used for IEEE 802.15.4-based multi-hop
networks. Third, from a practical point of view, many of
today’s smartphones are equipped with BLE which facilitates
legacy compatible deployment, accessibility and usability [12].

The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) defined a new
logical link layer channel dedicated to IP-based connections
in the Bluetooth 4.1 specification [13]. This specification
allows a BLE node to perform multiple roles (master and
slave) simultaneously which enables a BLE-based multi-hop
network with hierarchical tree topology. In the most recent
4.2 specification, Internet Protocol Support Profiles (IPSP)
and HTTP Proxy Service (HPS) have been standardized for
the Internet accessibility of Bluetooth smart sensors through a
BLE gateway [14][15]. In addition, IETF recently standard-
ized 6LoWPAN for BLE, which enables BLE to deliver IPv6
packets [16].

As part of these trends, in this paper, we consider a protocol
stack that aims to run RPL of the IETF standard over BLE
to construct BLE-based multi-hop networks. Our motivation
is that, when considering the current status and strength of
BLE, mounting a standard routing protocol such as RPL on
top of BLE may greatly improve its usability and deliver



performance on par with, or better than, IEEE 802.15.4 in
large scale applications.

The contributions of this paper are four-fold.
• We interconnect standard routing protocol RPL completely

with BLE as a new approach. We propose a synergistic
architecture for RPL over BLE that constructs an energy-
efficient and reliable multi-hop network through connection-
less broadcast of RPL control messages and connection-
oriented data delivery.

• We design an adaptation layer between BLE and RPL,
termed ALBER, which effects energy-efficient delivery of
RPL control messages, connection-aware parent change, and
calculation of BLE-specific routing metric for RPL. We
implement the full protocol stack of RPL over BLE including
ALBER in a Linux kernel.

• In an indoor multi-hop LLN testbed, we experimentally
evaluate ALBER. We show that it enables RPL to run on top
of BLE without losing each protocol’s strengths, as a result
of which RPL over BLE significantly outperforms RPL over
IEEE 802.15.4.

• We experimentally investigate the effect of varying connec-
tion interval on the performance of RPL over BLE which
reveals that connection interval control has a significant
effect on RPL over BLE’s performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides background on RPL, BLE, and 6LoWPAN for BLE.
Section III presents our design of RPL over BLE including
ALBER. Section IV describes its implementation details. In
Section V, we evaluate extensively RPL over BLE’s perfor-
mance in an indoor testbed and compare the results with that
of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4. Section VI summarizes related
work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. RPL operation

In this part, we describe ContikiRPL, which is the de-
fault RPL implementation in Contiki. RPL defines RANK to
represent the routing distance from a node to the root. By
default, each node in ContikiRPL uses the end-to-end expected
transmission count (ETX) toward the root as its own RANK.
Let ET X(n, pn) represent the ET X from node n to its parent
candidate pn. Then node n calculates its routing metric for
each parent candidate as R(pn) = RANK(pn) + ET X(n, pn).
RPL constructs a DODAG by designing each node to select
a parent node that has the smallest routing metric among its
parent candidate nodes.

Each node broadcasts the routing information including its
RANK using DODAG information object (DIO) messages.
To achieve a balance between control overhead and fast
recovery, RPL triggers DIO message transmissions based on
the TrickleTimer [17] which doubles the broadcast period after
every DIO transmission and re-initializes it to the minimum
value when route inconsistency is detected. Each node rec-
ognizes its neighbor nodes and their RANKs from received
DIO messages. RPL constructs downward routes simply as the
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Fig. 1. Link layer operation of BLE in each channel type.

reverse of upward ones. To this end, each node periodically
transmits destination advertisement object (DAO) messages
toward the root through its upward route.

B. BLE link layer operation

BLE has two types of channels: 3 advertising channels and
37 data channels. Advertising channels support connection-
less message exchanges through advertising and scanning as
depicted in Fig. 1(a), where the advertiser and the scanner
denote a sender and a receiver, respectively. The advertiser
performs an advertising event (i.e., AdvEvent in Fig. 1(a))
periodically with advertising interval TA, which comprises
three message transmissions, i.e., one for each of the three
advertising channels. On the other hand, the scanner tries to
receive advertised packets by waking up periodically with scan
interval TS and scanning an advertising channel during a scan
window TW . It scans a different advertising channel at each
wake-up.

Based on connection-less message exchanges, BLE per-
forms device discovery and connection establishment proce-
dures in advertising channels. Specifically, each BLE node
notifies its presence to its neighbor nodes by advertising
control packets. Once a node (scanner) willing to make a
connection with the advertiser detects its presence by scanning,
it establishes a connection with it by sending a Connection
Request packet (i.e., CONNECT REQ in Fig. 1(a)). After the
two nodes established a connection, each of them becomes a
master or slave node according to its role in device discovery
(i.e., scanner or advertiser, respectively). Then, they exchange
data packets over data channels.

There are two advantages of using data channels rather than
advertising channels for data communication. First, the two
nodes in connection are synchronized in time domain and
share a periodic wake-up schedule (i.e., connection interval
TCI in Fig. 1(b)). Every TCI they start a connection event
(ConEvent) and exchange null packets to check validity of link



connection (shown as ‘ConEvent with slave 2’ in the figure).
If they have data packets for transmission, they exchange them
instead of null packets. After the packet exchange is finished,
the two nodes close ConEvent and sleep together. Owing to
time synchronization, a parent node (master) can schedule its
children nodes (slaves) to transmit without overlapping with
each other in time domain, thus resulting in contention-free
data transmission.

Second, for efficient use of 37 data channels, a parent
node and its connected children nodes share a pseudo-random
hopping sequence that helps to avoid collision with other
parent-children (master-slave) pairs. This frequency hopping
mechanism is one of its most unique features of BLE that
diffentiate it from IEEE 802.15.4. BLE adjusts the hopping
sequence considering the link quality of each data channel,
which mitigates interference from other systems such as WiFi
by removing bad channels from the channel list for the given
hopping sequence.

C. 6LoWPAN for BLE

Since RPL is an IPv6 routing protocol for LLNs which
consist of low cost devices, a fundamental assumption behind
this is that (long and heavy) IPv6 packets have to be delivered
through a lightweight link layer. When RPL was introduced,
IEEE 802.15.4 was the only lightweight link layer protocol
that met this requirement. Specifically, IETF standardized
an adaptation layer, named 6LoWPAN [18], which enables
IPv6 packet transmission over IEEE 802.15.4 by using header
compression and packet fragmentation. This is one of the
reasons why existing RPL implementations are built on top
of IEEE 802.15.4.

Recently, IETF standardized 6LoWPAN for BLE which
opens the possibility of adopting another underlying link layer
for RPL. Although 6LoWPAN over BLE provides almost
the same functions as that over IEEE 802.15.4, it has some
unique features related with BLE connection management.
For instance, 6LoWPAN over BLE allows a BLE node
to exchange IPv6 packets only with connected nodes and
over data channels. Thus, when designing RPL over BLE,
connection-oriented IPv6 packet exchanges over data channels
are necessary, not only to improve performance but also to
make it standard-compliant.

III. DESIGN OF RPL OVER BLE

Our work focuses on designing a feasible BLE-based multi-
hop mesh network which has great compatibility, extendability,
and applicability as part of IoT. To make it IPv6- and standard-
compliant, we use standard IP protocols such as RPL and
6LoWPAN for BLE. Our design aims to run RPL over BLE
without losing each one’s strengths that are RPL’s route
management and BLE’s energy-efficient and reliable packet
delivery. To achieve this goal, we consider a new architecture
for RPL over BLE that utilizes synergistic effects between RPL
and BLE, and design ALBER to support this architecture. In
this section, we describe design details of our proposal.

Fig. 2. Design overview of the proposed architecture for RPL over BLE.

A. Synergistic Network Architecture for RPL over BLE

We propose a new network architecture for RPL over
BLE, which exploits both connection-less and connection-
oriented packet exchanges provided by BLE. To this end,
we first analyze pros and cons of using each of the two
channel types in BLE and design RPL over BLE to use each
of them for transmission of different types of packets. The
data packet exchange over data channels, which needs to
operate with 6LoWPAN, consumes low energy and provides
high reliability owing to synchronous operation and channel
hopping. However, BLE does not allow a node pair to use
data channels before they are connected and synchronized in
time domain. This leads BLE to use advertising channels for
device discovery and connection establishment procedures that
can be performed between two nodes without connection.

We combine channel usage features of BLE with neighbor
discovery and parent selection functionalities of RPL, as de-
picted in Fig. 2. That is, a node broadcasts DIO messages over
advertising channels, which enables its unconnected neighbor
nodes to obtain its routing information. Each node selects
a parent node among its parent candidates using received
DIOs from its neighbor nodes, and then establishes a BLE
connection with a parent node through advertising channels.
Then, it exchanges data packets and DAOs with the connected
parent node (master) over data channels.

Even after a node joins the network through a valid par-
ent node, it scans advertising channels every scan interval
to update its parent candidate set by using received DIOs.
Furthermore, it performs periodic wake-ups in data channels
and exchanges data packets with its parent node or a child
node. This design choice allows resource constrained nodes
to benefit from both RPL and BLE. That is, they exchange
data packets reliably and energy efficiently using BLE, while
constructing and recovering multi-hop routing topology using
RPL.

Lastly, this architecture completely avoids collision between
control and data packets because their transmissions are sep-
arated in the frequency domain, which provides contention-
free data delivery even when the routing topology dynamically
changes.
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low power listening.

B. DIO broadcast over advertising channels

In the BLE standard specification, unlike data channels, ad-
vertising channels deliver packets in an asynchronous manner,
which is highly affected by the four operation parameters: scan
interval (TS), scan window (TW ), advertising timeout period
(TATO)1, and advertising interval (TA). However, when using
advertising channels with the default parameter settings, a BLE
node suffers from low packet delivery ratio and low energy
efficiency. We need to improve the performance by tuning
these parameters for routing topology management, given that
DIO messages that contain important routing information are
delivered through advertising channels.

We use a low power listening (LPL) protocol [3] with proper
settings of the above four parameters, as depicted in Fig. 3.
For reliable delivery in advertising channels, a scanner detects
at least one advertising packet during a scanning procedure,
which runs with the two constraints: TATO ≥ TS and TA ≤ TW .
In addition, the transmission overhead needs to be minimized
to reduce energy consumption for sending advertising packets.
To this end, we set TATO = TS and TA = TW .

With this configuration, we further minimize energy con-
sumption of a node in advertising channels by parameter
optimization. The average power consumption of a BLE node
can be expressed as

P =

(
TW

TS

)
IsV +

(
3TaTATO

TA
× 1

TDIO

)
IaV (1)

where V is the voltage of power supply, and Is and Ia are
the current consumptions during scanning and advertising,
respectively. TDIO represents the DIO broadcast interval and
Ta is the packet transmission time. Here, the left term comes
from the fact that a node scans an advertising channel for TW
every TS, which results in the default duty-cycle of TW/TS.
The right term represents energy consumption for message
transmission. An advertising node generates an advertising
event TATO/TA times for a DIO message delivery. In addition,
each advertising event has three packet transmissions over the
three advertising channels, which results in the duty-cycle of
(3Ta ·TATO)/(TA ·TDIO) for DIO transmission.

1For DIO message broadcasting, a BLE node repeats advertising events
during an advertising timeout period. Even though BLE specification does
not specify this period, we newly define it for our design, given that a BLE
chipset allows its upper layer to start or stop sending advertising packets.

(a) LOS link with 10 m distance (b) NLOS link with 10 m distance

Fig. 4. CDF of Logical Link layer ping’s RTT with TCI = 1sec.

Using the two conditions of TATO = TS and TA = TW , and
letting X = TW/TS, we can rewrite Eq. (1) as

P = IsV X +
3TaIaV

/
TDIO

X
. (2)

Then we can easily get an optimal value of X that minimizes
the power consumption as

Xopt =

√
3TaIa

IsTDIO
. (3)

Given that the current consumptions of a BLE node during
receiving and transmitting modes are almost the same (i.e.,
Ia ≃ Is) [19], we can further simplify Xopt as

√
3Ta/TDIO.

Using this value, the LPL protocol can deliver DIO messages
over advertising channels with minimal energy consumption.

C. Routing metric for RPL over BLE

Although RPL decouples routing metric from the standard
specification, the most widely used routing metrics are end-
to-end ETX and the combination of ETX and hop distance.
However, these routing metrics cannot be applied to RPL
over BLE since BLE link layer does not provide information
about link layer retransmission for the upper layer. To help
link quality estimation that is necessary to obtain routing
metric, ALBER makes each child node periodically transmit a
ping packet of Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
(L2CAP) to its parent node over data channels, and uses its
round trip time (RTT).

Fig. 4 shows the CDF of RTT values for link layer
ping packets under two different link conditions (line-of-sight
(LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) links with the distance of 10
m) when the connection interval is 1 second. We use this
figure to investigate feasibility of using an RTT-based link
quality metric and get an intuition about how to obtain a
useful routing metric. We first observe that RTT values in the
LOS link condition is much smaller than those in the NLOS
link condition. This reveals that RTT reflects link quality
indeed and has potential to be used as a link quality metric.
Furthermore, we find out that RTT values are clearly quantized
with the step size of connection interval, which comes from
BLE’s retransmission strategy. That is, when a BLE node fails
to transmit a packet, it closes its current connection event
and delays its retransmission attempt until the next connection



Fig. 5. Protocol stack of RPL over BLE including ALBER.

event starts. This leads each retransmission to be delayed by
one connection interval.

From these observations, we can simplify each measured
RTT value as the number of connection intervals required for
a packet transmission, i.e.,

NCI =

⌊
RT T
TCI

⌋
. (4)

Then, we define a new metric, called ECI (Expected number
of Connection Interval), as the exponentially weighted moving
average of NCI , and use it to represent link quality. Accord-
ingly, node n calculates its routing metric for its parent candi-
date pn as R(pn) = RANK(pn)+ECI(n, pn) where RANK(pn)
is the end-to-end ECI between pn and the root, and ECI(n, pn)
is the ECI between node n and its parent pn.

Our link estimation scheme has a trade-off relation between
ping packet overhead and estimation accuracy. In this sense,
we find out that the additional overhead is marginal compared
to that of BLE’s default connection management mechanism.
Since a connected node sends a ping packet (21 bytes) instead
of a null packet (10 bytes), each ping exchange requires
only 176 µsec more radio-on time due to its 11 bytes larger
packet size. In our testbed experiments, we empirically set
the ping packet interval as 10 seconds, which results in only
a 0.00176% increase in the duty cycle. Our performance
evaluation shows that this ping packet interval is small enough
to change routing topology according to link conditions, and
our link estimation scheme is suitable to RPL over BLE.

D. RPL parent change with BLE connection management

Fig. 5 shows the protocol stack of RPL over BLE that
includes ALBER. Differently from RPL over IEEE 802.15.4,
RPL over BLE allows a node to exchange IPv6 data packets
through 6LoWPAN only with connected nodes. If the RPL of
a node changes its parent node arbitrarily, 6LoWPAN starts to
drop all the packets targeted at a new parent because it cannot
find a valid connection with the new parent node.

To reduce inefficient packet losses, we design a seamless
parent change mechanism for RPL over BLE as illustrated in
Fig. 6, which allows ALBER (rather than RPL) to determine
whether to change a parent node considering BLE’s connection
status. Specifically, when RPL needs to select a new parent
node, it notifies this event to ALBER, rather than updating
the routing table hastily. Then, ALBER makes BLE link layer

Fig. 6. Connection-aware parent change procedures in RPL over BLE.

TABLE I
HCI COMMANDS FOR EACH OPERATION OF RPL over BLE

Operation HCI commands

RPL control
message exchange

-LE Set Scan Parameter Command
-LE Set Scan Enable Command
-LE Set Advertising Parameter Command
-LE Set Advertising Data Command
-LE Set Advertise Enable Command

Parent change with
connection management

-LE Create Connection Command
-LE Set Advertising Parameter Command
-LE Set Advertise Enable Command
-Disconnect Command

establish a connection with the new parent node. After BLE
link layer creates a connection, it reports Connection Complete
Event to ALBER, which enables RPL to change the default
route entry to the new parent node. When the BLE link layer
fails to make a connection, RPL selects another parent node
and repeats the same procedures again. Finally, after ALBER is
reported that RPL finished updating the routing table, it makes
BLE link layer cut off the connection with the old parent node
and terminates the parent change procedures.

IV. ALBER IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented RPL over BLE in Linux kernel
version 3.17 with the use of a BLE commercial chipset
and the BLE module covering HCI, L2CAP and 6LoWPAN,
which are available in the current kernel version. We first
implemented RPL in the Linux kernel based on ContikiRPL
source code [20], and placed ALBER between RPL and the
BLE module, as depicted in Fig. 5. This hierarchical structure
is designed for ALBER to perform required functions, and pro-
vides backward compatibility while minimizing modification
of other layers.

Even though BLE’s link and PHY layers (controller part)
are generally implemented on a BLE hardware chipset, BLE
provides various Host Controller Interface (HCI) commands,
which helps the upper layer (host part) to manage some link
level operations and determine lower layer parameters.

We design ALBER to use some of these HCI commands
to interconnect RPL with BLE, as summarized in Table I.
Then, the HCI layer controls BLE’s link layer operation
when it receives HCI commands from ALBER. Moreover, it
allows ALBER to have necessary link level information for
the operation of RPL over BLE by reporting some link layer



Fig. 7. Testbed topology map with 30 nodes and one root.

Fig. 8. TelosB for IEEE 802.15.4 node (left), a set of Raspberry Pi and
BCM4356 for BLE node (middle), and NI USB-6210 for power meter (right).

events such as connection establishment and advertising packet
reception. Finally, ALBER sends an L2CAP ping request to the
L2CAP layer, and updates its ECI value by the received RTT
value.

We modify ContikiRPL to support our RPL over BLE as
follows. First, we make RPL send DIO messages through
ALBER which achieves connection-less DIO message delivery
over advertising channels2. Second, we design RPL to update
its routing table after having ALBER’s approval. Finally, we
use ECI (instead of ETX) as a routing metric to represent
BLE’s link quality.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Testbed environments

We configured a testbed topology in an indoor office en-
vironment as depicted in Fig. 7, where a total of 31 nodes
were deployed with one root node (marked with the star). For
an IEEE 802.15.4 node, we use a TelosB clone device [21]
with an MSP430 microcontroller and a CC2420 radio, and
use a transmission power of 0 dBm with an antenna gain of
5 dB. For a BLE node, we use a Raspberry Pi device with
Linux kernel version 3.17 and a Broadcom BCM4356 chipset
as a BLE radio, with the same antenna gain of 5 dB as for
an 802.15.4 node. Lastly, we use NI USB-6210 to measure
the duty-cycle of a BLE radio since the BLE chipset does not
provide this information. Fig. 8 shows the devices we used in
our experiments.

With the above hardware setup, we use a set of ContikiRPL
and ContikiMAC of Contiki 2.7 to evaluate the performance
of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4, where the default sleep interval
of ContikiMAC is 125 msec. For RPL over BLE, we use the
connection interval of 50 msec (i.e., default value in HCI layer)

2Note that DAOs and data packets in our design are delivered through IPv6
and 6LoWPAN.

(a) PRR vs. time (b) PRR of each node

(c) Parent changes vs. time (d) Routing overhead vs. time

Fig. 9. Performance metrics of RPL over BLE and RPL over IEEE 802.15.4
for 24 hours in a light traffic scenario (5 minutes/packet/node).

and determine the parameters for scanning and advertising
operations on advertising channels based on the optimization
in Section III-B. Although our mathematical analysis gives
BLE’s default duty-cycle (TW/TS) of only 0.1%, we practically
exploit a sightly larger value of 0.2% in our experiments
since the current BLE specification gives the parameter range
requirements as TA(= TW )≥20 msec and TS ≤10.24 sec.

B. Comparison of RPL over BLE vs. RPL over 802.15.4

We first evaluate the effect of link dynamics on the perfor-
mance of RPL over BLE by delivering a light upstream traffic3

(5 minutes/packet/node) for 24 hours. For comparison, we also
evaluate the performance of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 on both
channels of 17 and 264.

Figs. 9(a) through 9(d) plot various performance metrics
per hour. We first observed that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 on
channel 17 performs too bad (i.e., packet reception ratio (PRR)
of ∼0%) during a day-time due to WiFi interference. Thus,
we plot the results of another case that a node selects a parent
node only when its received signal strength is higher than -70
dBm. Fig. 9(a) shows that this filtering-based parent selection
improves PRR performance on channel 17. However, it still
shows the worst PRR all the time, and this PRR performance
was further degraded during a day-time as low as ∼25%. This
reveals that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 significantly suffers from
WiFi interference.

On channel 26, RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 provides much
better PRR. However, it still experiences some level of PRR
degradation since ContikiMAC detects on-going packet trans-
missions using energy detection for an extremely short period5,

3For brevity, we omitted the performance evaluation of downstream traffic
delivery in this paper.

4Here channel 17 is with much heavier WiFi interference than channel 26.
5This design choice minimizes energy consumption for periodic wake-ups.



(a) PRR vs. traffic load (b) Duty-cycle of a leaf node (node
30) vs. traffic load

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of RPL over BLE vs. RPL over IEEE
802.15.4 with varying traffic load.

which incurs packet losses due to its low probability of energy
detection.

On the other hand, RPL over BLE provides not only the best
performance among competitors, but also almost perfect PRR
performance all the time. This is because BLE’s frequency
hopping mechanism enables RPL over BLE to overcome link
dynamics and WiFi interference. Moreover, owing to use of
a synchronous MAC, a BLE node knows when its connected
nodes wake up and send packets based on time synchroniza-
tion, i.e., not energy detection. Lastly, Fig. 9(b) reveals that
RPL over BLE provides nearly perfect PRR fairness among
the nodes while RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 shows node location-
dependent PRR due to each node’s different link condition.

Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) show that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4
takes a great effort to overcome link dynamics, which results
in frequent parent changes and more routing control packet
transmissions. However, the results in Fig. 9(a) reveal that
these efforts are not sufficient to reduce packet losses. In
contrast, our RPL over BLE maintains quite stable routing
topology and much lower routing overhead compared to RPL
over IEEE 802.15.4 all the time, which clearly shows a positive
effect of BLE’s connection-based operation.

In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), we compare RPL over BLE and
RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 (on channel 26) under varying traffic
load in terms of PRR and duty-cycle6. In these experiments,
we make the sleep interval of ContikiMAC equal to the
connection interval of BLE (i.e., 50 msec) for fair comparison.
As traffic load increases, RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 experiences
significant PRR degradation as low as ∼80%. In ContikiMAC,
a sender transmits packets repetitively during a whole sleep
interval because it does not know when its receiver wakes up,
which incurs contention and throughput degradation at heavy
load even without WiFi interference.

On the other hand, RPL over BLE maintains nearly per-
fect PRR regardless of traffic load since it does not require
repetitive transmissions. Furthermore, in this architecture, we
design a parent node (master) to schedule connection events
of its children nodes, and to transmit control and data packets
over different channel types, which leads to contention-free
data transmissions.

6We measured the duty-cycle of a leaf node (node 30) to focus on the effect
of link layer operation on energy consumption, rather than on time-varying
routing topology.

(a) PRR of each node vs. connection
interval

(b) Queue loss ratio of each node vs.
connection interval

Fig. 11. Performance of RPL over BLE with varying connection interval in
a heavy traffic scenario (30 seconds/packet/node).

Fig. 10(b) shows that RPL over BLE provides lower duty-
cycle than RPL over IEEE 802.15.4, and the performance
gain further increases up to 32%. This is because BLE’s syn-
chronous operation does not require repetitive (and redundant)
transmissions, and its higher data rate (1 Mbps) helps to reduce
packet transmission time. In addition, ContikiMAC has a false
wake-up problem due to its energy-based packet detection and
consumes more energy, which is not a problem in the case of
BLE.

From the results of duty-cycle performance, we can infer
three more things. First, given that the duty-cycle gain of RPL
over BLE increases with traffic load, it benefits bottleneck
nodes in a multi-hop network more significantly. Second, given
that BLE consumes lower energy than IEEE 802.15.4 for
transmission and reception, the energy saving effect of RPL
over BLE overwhelms its duty-cycle improvement. Finally,
given that the total duty-cycle of RPL over BLE was measured
as 1% and the default duty-cycle (TW/TS) in advertising
channels is 0.2%, we can infer that connection-based operation
on data channels requires duty cycle of 0.8% (four times
larger than the default one)7. This implies that we may further
prolong battery lifetime by increasing connection interval.

C. Effect of varying connection interval

Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) depict end-to-end PRR and packet
loss ratio at link layer queue of each node, as the connection
interval increases from the default value, when the data packet
interval is 15 seconds/packet/node. Our results show that PRR
decreases with connection interval since each node has less
chances to transmit packets to its parent node. Specifically, a
node with many children nodes can experience more queue
losses since it receives too many packets during a connection
interval without having any opportunity to transmit packets.
Given that use of a larger connection interval has potential to
save energy, we need to carefully determine the connection
interval to achieve required throughput with minimal energy
consumption.

Furthermore, from Fig. 11(b), we observe that only a few
nodes experience packet losses much more severely than other
nodes. This unfair packet loss rate comes from the fact that a
multi-hop network naturally makes nodes near the root node
suffer much more relay burden and RPL has the load balancing

7This includes periodic wake-ups and null (or data) packet exchange.



(a) PRR vs. time (b) PRR of each node

(c) ECI vs. time (d) Parent change vs. time

Fig. 12. Performance of RPL over BLE with and without our ECI-based
routing metric, for 24 hours in a light traffic scenario (5 minutes/packet/node).

problem [22]. This gives us an intuition that PRR performance
of RPL over BLE can be improved by reducing the connection
interval only for a few bottleneck nodes, without consuming
large energy. From these results, we believe that connection
interval control can be a valuable research topic for RPL over
BLE.

D. Effect of ECI-based routing metric

Now we investigate the effect of using ECI-based routing
metric on the performance of RPL over BLE. To this end, we
use Figs. 12(a) through 12(d) which plot various performance
metrics per hour when RPL over BLE delivers light traffic
(5 minutes/packet/node) for 24 hours with and without the
proposed routing metric. Given that a BLE node does not
feedback its link quality to the upper layers, we configure
‘RPL over BLE without ECI’ to use only hop distance for its
routing metric8.

Fig. 12(a) shows that our ECI-based routing metric for RPL
over BLE leads to a slightly better average PRR all the time
since it reflects link quality by using periodic ping packet
transmissions. This can be verified in Fig. 12(c), which shows
that the proposed routing metric provides much lower link
layer ECI by enabling each node to select a parent node with
good link quality. This enhanced parent selection stabilizes
routing topology and results in a reduced number of parent
changes as shown in Fig. 12(d). Furthermore, Fig. 12(b)
reveals that the new routing metric improves PRR fairness
among nodes. This confirms necessity of using the ECI-
based routing metric by showing that, depending on physical
topology, a certain node continuously suffers from packet
losses without using link quality for routing metric.

8This still measures ECI for performance comparison.

VI. RELATED WORK

A number of studies have investigated the performance of
RPL [1] and IEEE 802.15.4 under various network configura-
tions. Ko et al. experimentally evaluated the performance of
RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 using TinyOS [23] and showed that
its performance is similar to that of the widely used collection
tree protocol (CTP) [6], while benefiting from an IPv6-based
architecture. The work in [24] investigated the performance of
TCP over RPL over IEEE 802.15.4, which shows that RPL-
based multi-hop networks suffer from throughput unfairness
when delivering TCP traffic. Bressan et al. studied the perfor-
mance of RPL by simulation in the context of smart grids [25].
Gungor et al. measured IEEE 802.15.4 link qualities in real
power grid environments and discussed associated opportuni-
ties along with their challenges [26]. However, they did not
consider BLE as an underlying link layer protocol.

A number of research efforts have pointed out problems
associated with RPL and proposed methods to alleviate them.
The work in [22] investigated the load balancing problem of
RPL and proposed QU-RPL to solve it using information of
queue utilization. Ancillotti et al. proposed a cross-layering
design for RPL which provides enhanced link estimation and
efficient management of neighbor tables [27]. Kim et al.
proposed an asymmetric transmission power-based network
to improve downward packet delivery of RPL in dynamic
link environments [28][29]. None of these, however, addressed
protocol design and architectural issues for implementing RPL
over BLE.

BLE has received significant attention due to its low energy
consumption, even compared to IEEE 802.15.4. Siekkinen
et al. experimentally verified that BLE consumes less energy
than IEEE 802.15.4 [30]. Kamath and Lindh reported energy
consumption of BLE at each specific operation through a
measurement study using BLE radio chips (CC2541) [19]. Liu
et al. mathematically analyzed the energy consumption of BLE
operations for device discovery procedure [31][32]. Philipp
et al. presented a precise energy model for BLE link layer
operation [33]. These studies investigated energy consumption
of BLE in single hop connections without consideration of
multi-hop networks.

Some recent work looked at constructing a multi-hop
BLE network which may be classified into two groups:
flooding- vs. connection-based approaches. As an example
of the first approach, Cambridge Silicon Radio (CSR) devel-
oped a flooding-based BLE mesh network, termed CSRmesh
[34]. Nordic Semiconductor developed a BLE-based multi-
hop mesh network by using a flood control algorithm called
Trickle [17][35]. Bluetooth SIG organized a smart mesh work-
ing group for devising a new specification of a flooding-based
BLE mesh network [36]. These efforts represent growing
industry interest to invest in BLE-based multi-hop networks
and provide an initial evidence of its feasibility. However,
flooding-based approaches cannot exploit advantages of BLE’s
connection-based operation which include channel hopping,
synchronous data exchange, and link level retransmission.



In the second group, several studies explored feasibility of a
connection-based multi-hop BLE network [37][38][39]. A lim-
itation of these works is that they tested basic operations with-
out providing comprehensive performance evaluation. They
also did not consider RPL over BLE issues and their impact
of network layer IP packet delivery.

Our research addresses gaps left by the previous works and
advances a new connection-oriented multi-hop BLE network
through RPL over BLE which is IP- and standards-compliant.
RPL over BLE enables siginficant performance improvement
compared to 802.15.4 based approaches by exploiting the
strengths and synergism of RPL and BLE.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we interconnected RPL with BLE and con-
structed a BLE-based multi-hop network. Our approach was
motivated by the potential that a standard-compliant multi-hop
BLE network has great potential in the IoT domain. This is
due to BLE being more accessible than IEEE 802.15.4, having
a higher data rate compared to IEEE 802.15.4, using frequency
hopping to mitigate interference, and synchronous operation.

We proposed a synergistic network architecture that incor-
porates a redesigned RPL control message broadcast, RPL
parent change procedures, and RPL routing metric. This is
captured by a new adaptation layer, termed ALBER, which
enables tight coupling of RPL and BLE operations.

We evaluated the performance of RPL over BLE through
extensive experiments in an indoor testbed. We compared the
performance results with that of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4
which showed significant improvement. We also showed that
RPL over BLE is quite robust under varying link dynamics
and WiFi interference. The proposed architecture significantly
improves end-to-end packet delivery performance with low
duty-cycle.
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